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which represents the evolutionary tracks of our Sun and
two other stars (Sirius and Krueger 60 B) of the main
sequence. We see that the track of stellar evolution runs
more or less up along the main sequence of stars, and
begins to bend toward the lower luminosities only after
the original radiation has increased by a factor of 100.
Thus, after 10 billions of years, our Sun will become as
brilliant as Sirius is now, while Sirius itself will be ap-
proaching a luminosity comparable to the present state
of U Ophiuchi.
This does not mean, however, that the stellar sky of,
let us say, a.d. 10,000,001,940 will necessarily be more
luminous than the sky of a.d. 1940. For, whereas some of
the stars will gain considerably in luminosity, many others,
which are already of age now, will have exhausted their
remaining hydrogen resources and will be declining into
obscurity. In this sense the migration of stars on the Russell
diagram is rather analogous to the age changes taking place
in a human society, where the places of the old and dying
are constantly being taken by the growing younger genera-
tions. But just as, in the case of human society, secular
changes in the population can be produced by such factors
as a falling birth rate, so stellar society can be strongly
affected by factors governing the formation of new stars.
If, as is very probable (see Chapter XII), the "stellar birth
rate" is falling with the increasing age of the world, we
must face the possibility that the general picture of the
sky will change as the universe grows older.
It needs to be said here that stars with different masses
will run through their evolutionary lives at different speeds.
Heavier, and therefore more luminous, stars will use up
their hydrogen supply much faster than the lighter ones.

